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At one point or another, we have all suffered a loss of something that we value and would love to replace at the earliest 
opportunity. This loss could either be due to theft or just damage-like when that nice smart phone fell, and the screen 
was no more! Or the time when water spilled on your laptop and you had to finish writing that report! Every time this 
happens, we are forced to either pinch our savings to replace the lost item, reallocate our finances or even borrow 
when we absolutely must replace the lost item.

DID YOU
KNOW?

All you need to insure your phone and other 
valuables in your home is just a few clicks 
away on your phone? 

No paperwork, no receipts asked for! Just 
the pictures of the valuables you are insur-
ing a short description and you are good to 
go!.

Introduction

But hey, what about insurance? Oh yes! It is a solution and it need not be painful. Especially if you can get it from the 
comfort of your mobile phone or from a web app. Insurance is that friend who helps you plan for replacement of the
 things you value when they are lost or damaged-as long as the loss or damage is accidental.
 Not general wear and tear.

“We have all suffered a loss”



“ I n  just  three steps,  CoverApp gives  you the convenience of  

secur ing your  phone,  e lec tronics,  appl iances,  car  and more.  And 

you receive your  pol ic y  document  in  your  inbox instant ly ! .” 

So it is this Covid-19 lock down period when we are having to work from home. My colleague has been 
cooped up in the house but has now ran out of groceries so a dash to the local market is inevitable. She 

has to rush through her shopping because she does not want to stay long in the market. So she 
finishes shopping and runs back home. Shock on her on arrival-her purse has been slit at the bottom 

and the phone is missing! So we try reaching her to conclude on an urgent report but cannot reach her 
till the following day when she was able to buy a simple feature phone for communication, as she 

reorganizes her finances to buy another smart phone! 

How many can relate to this?

Our advice to my colleague and you-my reader. Do not wait for this to happen, buy a CoverApp home 
insurance and should such an incidence happen again, within 48 hours upon submission of a police 

abstract documenting the incidence, you will have cash for a new smart phone..
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